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SES students reflect on AAPG 2012
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the SES Alumni breakfast. The breakfast offered a valuable opportunity for the students to network with alumni
in the industry and learn about what to expect in an oil and gas career. Pete MacKenzie spoke to the group,
providing valuable advice to the students. Dave
Cole also spoke as the SES faculty representative.
Besides the exhibition floor and the breakfast the
students were kept busy attending oral presentations and viewing posters. The talks and posters opened the student’s eyes to the breadth of
research being conducted around the world and
gave them ideas for their own research. As well
as attending, some of the students also presented.
Mike Murphy presented a poster and Kyle Shalek
gave an oral presentation. Along with all of these
Exploring the Convention and Exhibition Floor are Joel Main, Allie
valuable experiences the students also saw the
Fair, Kevin Ahlgren, Kyle Shalek, Matt Hawrylak, and Mike Murphy
benefits of interacting with the industry and
(Joe Voyles taking the picture).

other schools. The student awards dinner
was a great opportunity to see what other
schools are accomplishing as well as how
interested the industry is in students. The
students spoke with other schools about
their AAPG chapters and the benefits of
having an active chapter, such as sponsored
field trips and scholarships. SES now has an
active AAPG chapter established and is in
the process of planning for the next year.

SES Alumni Breakfast

The students shared their personal experiences below:
“An Ohio State University AAPG Student Chapter will
be in full swing this summer. The 2012 AAPG Annual
Convention and Exhibition held in Long Beach, CA was
an excellent opportunity to network with industry and
academic professionals, observe the latest research being
conducted in the petroleum industry, and promote The
Ohio State University and the School of Earth Sciences.
The number one take away from attending this year’s conference was that this is the one place to be if someone is
even remotely interested in working in or with the petroMike Murphy Presenting his Poster Titled: “Pore Distribution
leum industry. The networking opportunities are limitless
in the Ordovician Shale of the Utica/Point Pleasant Sub-Basin”
as industry professionals and researchers make themselves
available to discuss the latest topics in the industry. Secondly, the research being conducted is phenomenal with
not all of it being directly related to reservoirs, formations, and seismic. Researchers are looking at new techniques in exploration and monitoring using alternative forms of remote sensing like LiDAR and InSAR products. Finally, the conference is an ideal place to promote Ohio State University and the School of Earth Sciences.
Our presence at events like this shows that we want to be part of the discussion.” -Kevin Ahlgren
“Attending the AAPG conference was a wonderful opportunity to gain an insight into the oil industry. While
there, I spoke with many professionals about their careers, their companies, and their experiences. The advice
and information I learned will be useful as I continue my education in the earth sciences and look to the future.”
-Allie Fair
“It was a great experience to meet with representatives from so many companies in the oil and gas industry. I
learned a great deal from interacting with them, the OSU alumni, and other students. It was a source of pride
to see presentations from a few of our students, and that has me excited about presenting my research at the
upcoming AAPG conferences. In my opinion, building a networking base is the hardest part of the education
process. Thanks to Jory Pacht, Frank Schwartz, and Pete MacKenzie for making that possible and giving sound
advice on how to proceed with seeking a career in oil and gas.” -Matt Hawrylak
“My trip to AAPG was a definite eye opener. It was a great networking opportunity and I was able to talk to several companies about employment and internships. When talking to Marathon, Baker Hughes, and Schlumberger I learned the differences between training, hiring, and internships that narrowed my job/internship search.
Not only were the networking opportunities great but the new technology presented was amazing. Virtual (3-D)
fields to have with you at work and structure modeling and regeneration. Going to AAPG made me solidify my
decision about going into industry. I learned of companies and jobs I didn’t know existed. I now have a better
understanding of the industry and will be looking to grab a job once done with my masters. Thanks to Jory Pacht
and all those who supported several students, including myself, to go to the Annual AAPG Convention and
Exhibition.” -Joel Main
“My poster ‘Pore Distribution in the Ordovician Shale of the Utica/Point Pleasant Sub-Basin’ went over well.
It was selected as one of the top ten posters. There were quite a few people interested in the topic. The interest
resulted in two job interviews while still at the convention. At the student chapter awards banquet, members of
our new AAPG student chapter met with other student groups. We made preliminary arrangements to conduct a
joint field trip next year.” -Mike Murphy
“The conference was a great experience. I was able to present my research talk, ‘Electrical Property Investigation
of Potential Carbon Sequestration Formations’ and meet numerous people in my research area. The entire trip
was filled with valuable networking. I also gained a great perspective on what we as students can accomplish

personally and for our school by attending the conference. I would like to thank Jory Pacht, SES, and the College of Arts & Sciences for giving us the opportunity to attend. I would also like to thank Pete MacKenzie for his
valuable advice and help throughout the conference.” -Kyle Shalek
“I truly appreciate the opportunity to attend AAPG thanks to all of the support from Jory Pacht and OSU.
Throughout the conference I learned much about the oil industry and met many valuable contacts for my future
career. I spoke with many people from industry who gave much appreciated advice, spoke about their personal
experiences, as well as career paths. I look forward to attending the AAPG student expo in the Fall to meet with
recruiters and learn more about the opportunities in the oil industry.” - Joe Voyles

Howat Group Conducts Field Work in Iceland
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Howat Group Conducts Field Work in Greenland
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Saltzman’s Field Methods Course trip toWest Virginia
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Measuring a section with across a fault with minor displacement
in the Middle Silurian (Wenlock-Ludlow) Williamsport Sandstone
at Blue Grass, VA.
Charlie Diamond using a jacob staff to measure through the Foreknobs formation (“Catskill Delta”) at Briery Gap.

Standing in the redbeds of the Hampshire Formation near the
top of the Briery Gap, WV section are (from left to right): Cole Edwards (TA), Derek Foley, Victor Perez, Kelsey Dailey, Cody Trigg,
Charlie Diamond, Alex Rytel, Jeff Thompson, Nick Leeper, Matt
Hawrylak, and Mark Peter.

Charlie Diamond, Nick Leeper, and Jeff Thompson (left to right on
top) using a jacob staff to measure through the Foreknobs formation
(“Catskill Delta”) at Briery Gap, WV. Describing rocks below are
Kelsey Dailey, Alex Rytel, Mark Peter and Victor Perez (left to right).

Kelsey Dailey at Briery Gap, WV.

Cody Trigg (center) measuring a section
at Briery Gap, WV with Alex Rytel, Victor
Perez and Matt Hawrylak.

Describing the section at Blue Grass, VA.

Wilson’s Structure Field Trip - A Miracle!
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Scholarships awarded at SES banquet
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Berry Lyons has recently been named the International Association of Geochemistry’s Ingerson International
Lecturer. The lecturer is selected in odd-numbered years and Lyons will deliver his lecture at the 14th WaterRock Interaction Symposium in June of 2013 in Avignon, France.
At the upcoming 34th International Geological Congress in Brisbane, Australia, Stig. M. Bergström (School of
Earth Sciences, Professor Emeritus) will be awarded the International Commission on Stratigraphy 2012 Digby
McLaren Prize and the International Union of Geological Sciences 2012 Scientific Award of Excellence. The ICS
Digby McLaren Prize is awarded once every four years. It recognizes an individual who has sustained a long
record of significant internationally important contributions to stratigraphy.
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